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?? ?ZZ wh??, it;, ??y concer?:
?? it known that I, IR??? ARD PRossER, of
Birmingham, in England, have invented a
uew and improved description of metal tube
for the purpose of applying to steam-boilers
9r other vessels requiring metal tubes to be
applied within them; and I do hereby declare
that the following is a full and exact descrip
tion thereof.
The natur? of my invention consists in the
application of a new (because neither welded
nor brazed) and improved (because with a
better skin, and more economical as to cost)
description of tube. This tube has what I
call a “free joint,”—that is to say, a joint
?unning parallel to the axis of the tube, hav
ing mo principle of cohesion or adhesion in
the joint itself, but dependingon its tendency
to close aud to keep closed upon the set or
Spring given to it in the process of manufac
ture. This tube is therefor? only calculated to
SuStain external pressure, and is not applica
ble to purposes requiring tubes to sustain in
ternal pressure.
The methods which I have invented adopt
ed, and prefer, and which I intend to protect
by future application for patent-right for the
purpose of manufacturing these free - joint
tubes, may be described in general terms, with
oub prejudice to my rights as inventor there
of, to consist, first, in preparing a plate of
metal of the proper width for a tube by means
of circular shears; secondly, in rolling the
plates in the ordinary manner of rolling boil
er and other plates for the purpose of flatten
ing them; and, thirdly, in preparing the edges
of such plates, Which Inow demounimate “ plat
ens,” by plaming them so that the edges will
fit one to the other when the prepared platen
is afterward turned up into a tubular form.
The machinery thus far proposed to be used
is of the well-knowu and ordinary kiud com
mon in machine and other shops. The form
of the joints is not material, as it may be a
a V, a, butt, or a. rabbet joint, (all of which are
represented in Eig. 1, ) or any other that may
be desirable and convenient; but for general
purposes the V-joint appears preferable, and
is shown in cross-section–that is to say, in
section taken at right angles to the axis of the

tube—in Fig. 1, being the middle tube of the
three therein represented.
…
The method adopted in producing these
tubes consists iu taking the platens of metal
prepared in manner as hereinbefore described,
and pressing them into the hollows of suita
ble molds, so as to bend thenn by degrees to
the required tubular form, as exhibited in
HigS. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, hereunto attached,
and forming (With other, figures) a part of this
specification.
Fig. 2 exhibits the platen of metal placed
?ver the hollow mold a, with the upper mold,
b, above it, preparatory to the first bending
operation, by which the platen of metal is
forcibly pressed into the form of a gutter or
through, as shown in Rig. 5, where a” repre
seuts the hollow mold, and b” the solid upper
tool or mold with the gutter-shaped metal be
tween them in its first stage of bending.
??ig. 3 shows the preparation for the second
bending, where c is the botto?n solid tool or
mold, and d the hollow one placed above,
while the trough-shaped metal is placed be
tween them With its convex side uppermost,
and Which,on bringing the molds together by
any forcible mechanical means, is pressed into
the rectiangular hollow above, and assumes the
incomplete elliptical form shown in Fig. 6,
wherein c' is the solid bottom tool, and d” the
upper hollow uuold.
ETig. 4 is in like manner preparatory to the
third and last bending, e and f representing
semicircular molds, the one above and the
other below, (With the bended metal plate be
tween them, ) and which on being forcibly
pressed together, form a circle of the diame
ter that the tube is required to be, and thus
completes the operation, as shown in Eig. 7,
where e” is the bottom and f” the top mold,
with the perfected tube within them.

These free-joint tubes, although principally
applicable to or intended for steam - engine
and other boilers Wherein the smoke passes

through the tube, and the pressure is conse
quently exerted upon the external surface
thereof, arealso applicable to many other pur
poses wherein a good joint not, easily discerni
ble is desirable and advantageous, ?et owing
to the absence of internal pressure absolute
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welding or brazing is not requisite, Never- | metal tube with a free joint, meither welded
theless, these tubes may be made to resist in- | nor brazed—to boilers of steam - engines or
ternal pressure by the interposition of some| other vessels requiring metal tubes of such a
suitable substance into the free-joint; but | character as to resist external pressure effectu
as this forms no part of my present invention, | ally.

further remark is not deemed mecessary.
What I claim as my invention, and desire

to secure by Letters Patent, is—
The application of the improved metal tube
made in the manner and for the purposes as
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hereiubefore described—that is to Say, of a | A Master Extr”oy in Chancery, U.S. Vice-Consul.

